Guide to Color

Our system makes it easy to coordinate across flooring options, finishing borders and accessories.

SPECIAL NOTES
- Traditional Wall Base (2.5", 4", 6")
  - 4" Traditional Toe standard in Wall Art.
- Baseworks Thermoset Rubber Wall Base
  - *Not available in Metallics
- Perceptions (Recess)
- Tightlock
  - 4.5" TightLock Carpet, 4.25" TightLock Carpet (w/o Spacer) 4.375"
- TightLock Resilient standard in Wall Art
- Millwork
  - Millwork Chair Rail
  - Millwork Contoured Corner Guard
  - Quarter Round and Shoe Moulding
- Millwork Wall Art
  - Standard in Millwork Profiles Reveal, Silhouette, Outline, and Oblique
- Millwork Masquerade
  - Standard in Millwork Profiles Reveal and Classic. Custom Digital Printing
- Floor Finishing Accessories
  - 36 ColorMatch Colors
- Slim Line Transitions
  - 36 ColorMatch Colors
- Rubber Tile
  - (Solid Color Tile, Prima Olio, Prima Marbleized and Primo Olio: +50 White)
- Folio Rubber Tile
- Circulinity Rubber Tile
  - Eco-Naturals CorkTones Rubber Tile
  - 36 ColorMatch Colors
  - Custom colors with cork are available by special request.
- Arcade Rubber Sheet
  - Please refer to Johnsonite Product story for the STANDARD Speckled and Tonal colorway offerings for Arcade Rubber Sheet Flooring
- MicroTone Speckled Rubber Tile
  - Please refer to Johnsonite Product Story or tarkettna.com for the STANDARD in 1/8" and 0.080" Tiles
  - Speckled colorway offerings. Or, expand your options by using the color guide to Triumph and Inertia Rubber create your own unique speckled pattern.
- Mesto and Mesto Configurations Rubber Tile
  - Please refer to Johnosinte Product Story for the STANDARD color offerings for Mesto Configurations rubber flooring. Custom colors by special request.
- Metallurgy Rubber Tile
  - Please refer to Johnosinte Product Story for the STANDARD colorway offerings for Metallurgy rubber flooring.
- Eco-Naturals Eco-Shell with Cork Rubber Tile
  - Please refer to Johnosnite Product Story for the STANDARD color offerings for Eco-Shell with Cork rubber flooring. Custom colors by special request.
- Defiant Oil & Grease Resistant Rubber Tile
  - Please refer to Johnsonite Product Story for the STANDARD color offerings for Defiant Oil & Grease Resistant rubber flooring.
- Rubber Stair Treads
  - Some profiles available in Speckled tile colorways as STANDARD. Custom colors, Prima Marbleized and Olio patterns and Mesto colorways by special request.
- Rubber Stringers & Risers
  - Vinyl Treads, Stringers, Risers & Nosings
  - 36 ColorMatch Colors
  - Slim Line Nosings
  - Metallurgy Rubber Stair Treads
  - Please refer to Johnsonite Product Story for the STANDARD colorway offerings for Metallurgy rubber flooring.

COLOR AVAILABILITY CHART
Chart indicates standard availability across all traditional Johnsonite® solutions. Don’t have the color you want in the package you need? Just ask. Put our customization to the test.

How to order:
Specify Texture Code below Swatch-Color Number-Gauge. For example, to order Rice Paper in color 49 Beige in 1/8" gauge, specify: FRPA - 49 - 1/8".

*Custom Colors by Special Request
Guide to Color

Our system makes it easy to coordinate across flooring options, finishing borders and accessories.

Traditional Wall Base (2 1/2", 4", 6") • •
- 4" Traditional Accent border available
- Wooddog available

Tightback • •
- 4" Tightback
- 4" Tightback + Tread: 1/8" - 1/10" (Type 1 or 2 Treads available)

4" Tightback + Tread:
- Available on Tredgrip II and 3/8" - 1/2" thick Textured rubber

Basework Thermoset Rubber Wall Base • •
- *Not available in Metallics

Perceptions (Recess) • •
- Available in 4 1/2" TightLock Carpet, 4 1/4" TightLock Resilient standard in Wall Art

Tightlock • •
- 4.5" TightLock Carpet, 4.25" TightLock Carpet (w/o Spacer) 4.375" TightLock Resilient standard in Wall Art

Millwork  • •
- Millwork Chair Rail • •
- Millwork Contoured Corner Guard  • •
- Quarter Round and Shoe Moulding • •
- Millwork Wall Art
- Standard in Millwork Profiles Reveal, Silhouette, Outline, and Oblique
- Millwork Masquerade
- Standard in Millwork Profiles Reveal and Classic. Custom Digital Printing

Floor Finishing Accessories 36 ColorMatch Colors
- Slim Line Transitions 36 ColorMatch Colors
- Rubber Tile
- (Solid Color Tile, Prima Olio, Prima Marbleized and Primo Olio: +50 White
- Folio Rubber Tile  • •
- For recommended colors please refer to the Johnsonite Product Story or tarkettna.com
- Circulinity Rubber Tile • •
- Eco-Naturals CorkTones Rubber Tile 36 ColorMatch Colors
- Custom colors with cork are available by special request.

Arcade Rubber Sheet
- Please refer to Johnsonite Product Story for the STANDARD Speckled and Tonal colorway offerings for Arcade Rubber Sheet Flooring
- MicroTone Speckled Rubber Tile
- Please refer to Johnsonite Product Story or tarkettna.com for the STANDARD in 1/8" and 0.080" Tiles Speckled colorway offerings. Or, expand your options by using the color guide to Triumph and Inertia Rubber create your own unique speckled pattern.

Mesto and Mesto Configurations Rubber Tile
- Please refer to Johnsonite Product Story for the STANDARD color offers for Mesto Configurations rubber flooring. Custom colors by special request.

Metallurgy Rubber Tile
- Please refer to Johnsonite Product Story for the STANDARD colorway offerings for Metallurgy rubber flooring.

Eco-Naturals Eco-Shell with Cork Rubber Tile
- Please refer to Johnsonite Product Story for the STANDARD color offerings for Eco-Shell with Cork rubber flooring. Custom colors by special request.

Defiant Oil & Grease Resistant Rubber Tile
- Please refer to Johnsonite Product Story for the STANDARD color offerings for Defiant Oil & Grease Resistant rubber flooring.

Rubber Stair Treads • •
- Some profiles available in Speckled tile colorways as STANDARD. Custom colors, Prima Marbleized and Olio patterns and Mesto colorways by special request.

Rubber Stringers & Risers • •
- Vinyl Treads, Stringers, Risers & Nosings
- 36 ColorMatch Colors
- Slim Line Nosings 36 ColorMatch Colors
- Metallurgy Rubber Stair Treads
- Please refer to Johnsonite Product Story for the STANDARD colorway offerings for Metallurgy rubber flooring.

COLOR AVAILABILITY CHART
Chart indicates standard availability across all traditional Johnsonite® solutions. Don’t have the color you want in the product you need? Just ask. Put our customization to the test.

How to order:
Specify Design Code below Swatch-Color Number-Gauge. For example, to order Rice Paper in color 49 Beige in 1/8" gauge: typ: SB1 - 49 - 1/8".

SPECIAL NOTES
- Traditional Wall Base, Basework Trim, and Millwork Chair Rails are available in 2 1/2", 4", and 6" heights.
- Basework Thermoset Rubber Wall Base is not available in Metallic colors.
- Perceptions (Recess) can be ordered in 4 1/2" TightLock Carpet, 4 1/4" TightLock Carpet (w/o Spacer) and 4.375" TightLock Resilient standard in Wall Art.
- Tightback + Tread is available on Tredgrip II and 3/8" - 1/2" thick Textured rubber.
- Basework Thermoset Rubber Wall Base is not available in Metallic colors.
- Perceptions (Recess) can be ordered in 4 1/2" TightLock Carpet, 4 1/4" TightLock Carpet (w/o Spacer) and 4.375" TightLock Resilient standard in Wall Art.
- Tightlock is available in 4.5" TightLock Carpet, 4.25" TightLock Carpet (w/o Spacer) and 4.375" TightLock Resilient standard in Wall Art.
- Millwork Chair Rail is available in 4 1/2" TightLock Carpet, 4 1/4" TightLock Carpet (w/o Spacer) and 4.375" TightLock Resilient standard in Wall Art.
- Millwork Contoured Corner Guard is available in 4 1/2" TightLock Carpet, 4 1/4" TightLock Carpet (w/o Spacer) and 4.375" TightLock Resilient standard in Wall Art.
- Quarter Round and Shoe Moulding are available in 4 1/2" TightLock Carpet, 4 1/4" TightLock Carpet (w/o Spacer) and 4.375" TightLock Resilient standard in Wall Art.
- Millwork Wall Art is available in 4 1/2" TightLock Carpet, 4 1/4" TightLock Carpet (w/o Spacer) and 4.375" TightLock Resilient standard in Wall Art.
- Millwork Masquerade is available in 4 1/2" TightLock Carpet, 4 1/4" TightLock Carpet (w/o Spacer) and 4.375" TightLock Resilient standard in Wall Art.
- Floor Finishing Accessories are available in 36 ColorMatch Colors.
- Slim Line Transitions are available in 36 ColorMatch Colors.
- Rubber Tile is available in Solid Color Tile, Prima Olio, Prima Marbleized and Primo Olio: +50 White.
- Folio Rubber Tile is available in 36 ColorMatch Colors.
- Circulinity Rubber Tile is available in 36 ColorMatch Colors.
- Eco-Naturals CorkTones Rubber Tile is available in 36 ColorMatch Colors.
- Custom colors with cork are available by special request.
- Arcade Rubber Sheet is available in 12" x 12" and 18" x 18" standard formats.
- MicroTone Speckled Rubber Tile is available in 36 ColorMatch Colors.
- Triumph and Inertia Rubber can be used to create your own unique speckled pattern.
- Mesto and Mesto Configurations Rubber Tile are available in 36 ColorMatch Colors.
- Metallurgy Rubber Tile is available in 36 ColorMatch Colors.
- Eco-Naturals Eco-Shell with Cork Rubber Tile is available in 36 ColorMatch Colors.
- Defiant Oil & Grease Resistant Rubber Tile is available in 36 ColorMatch Colors.
- Rubber Stair Treads are available in 36 ColorMatch Colors.
- Rubber Stringers & Risers are available in 36 ColorMatch Colors.
- Vinyl Treads, Stringers, Risers & Nosings are available in 36 ColorMatch Colors.
- Slim Line Nosings are available in 36 ColorMatch Colors.
- Metallurgy Rubber Stair Treads are available in 36 ColorMatch Colors.

*Custom Colors by Special Request
Color plays a key role in Balanced Choice. All color has the power to evoke emotions in the consumer or create a feeling or mood. It can be used to accentuate or minimize a space or style, thereby creating a desired feeling. By coordinating colors throughout your space, you can help your customers feel more relaxed, enhanced, and happy, and your salespersons to bring your visual design ideas to the finished product experience through the level of environments where happiness and productivity thrive together.

New Color Palette Experience:

To help you easily select colors, we’ve created a pain-free, customer-centric color selection process. To help you easily select colors, we’ve created a pain-free, customer-centric color selection process. The new color palette experience offers two palettes for finishing borders, accessories, floor, and rubber products.

Essential Color Palette: Color Foundations is a neutral, fundamental system to create a calming space within your space. Accessorizes offers the perfect punch of color that is a perfect addition to your retail, office, or focal wall and adds a pop of color. Accessorizes is available in all applicable finishing and rubber products.

The new color palette experience includes a sizable offering online allowing you to confidently mix and match a color across all Johnsonite solutions. In the process, the design and your customers have the added benefit of a complete J. J. Texturized rubber product.

Color Foundations:

Color Foundations is a neutral, fundamental system designed to coordinate over the entire Johnsonite product offering: rubber, tile, and carpet tiles for commercial use. These colors will be used to create a contrast of color within your space. Color Foundations, similar to traditional natural earth tints, will help you create your color palette designs. These are hundreds of choices in a neutral palette, and are guaranteed. You’re always have color coordination options within each palette, one and one into the future! For example:

- Essentials Color Palette:
  - 60 vibrant, inspirational options to approximate the actual flooring colors as accurately as possible.
  - All colors shown in this card, including chips and photographs, finishing accessories.
  - All colors shown in this card, including chips and photographs, finishing accessories.

- Accents Color Palette:
  - 60 vibrant, inspirational options to approximate the actual flooring colors as accurately as possible.
  - All colors shown in this card, including chips and photographs, finishing accessories.
  - All colors shown in this card, including chips and photographs, finishing accessories.

Customization:

When you don’t use your perfect color, we’ve got it. It’s called design a space. It’s a fantastic tool for retail or internal use. When your customers want to create a perfect color, they can use the design a space tool to design a perfect color. It’s a fantastic tool for retail or internal use.

Colorwatch:

Colorwatch is a designer’s palette of 30 vibrant colors that offer coordinating color swatches and color swatches with color chips. This is an easy to use tool that you can print out and use to select colors that are available to you. It’s a fantastic tool for retail or internal use.

Metallic:

Metallics have become the most-requested colors so we’ve added them to our catalog.

All swatches shown on this card including chips and photographs, approximating the actual flooring colors are accurate to provide.
Color plays a big role in our Balanced Choice. After all, color has the power to embody emotions in the classroom or create a feeling in a retail setting. It can be used to motivate or demotivate, set priorities or provoke a hard sell. By coordinating with your Johnsonite flooring, walls and cabinetry in the same family, harmonized palette, your team becomes a cohesive unit, bringing your spatial design whole. The ColorMatch palette travels through the look of a material, invoking happiness and productivity from the start.

New Color Palette Experience:
To help you easily select colors, we’ve created a palettes—balanced, harmonized color collections. Each new experience offers two pathways for finding beauty: across the color family, color by name and color by number.

Essentials Color Palette:
Consists of 52 color families, fundamental to Johnsonite and capable of functioning in most settings (including Millwork) and solid products.

ColorMatch:
A designer palette of 36 leading colors that offer 60 vibrant, inspirational options to create your signature designs. There are hundreds of choices in a neutral palette and one guaranteed. You’ll always have color coordinating options within each palette, color and into the Johnsonite Solutions offering.

Customization:
When you don’t see your perfect color, create it. Get it started by using our Design a Space Pro Visualizer at tarkettna.com. While there, experiment with different textures. We offer customized colors or enhance safety by preventing a bad fall. By coordinating or enhancing with colors in the Essentials, a simple color change can bring happiness and productivity to any space.

ColorPlay:
Metallic finishes take the Balanced Choice. After all, color has the power to embody emotions in the classroom or create a feeling in a retail setting. It can be used to motivate or demotivate, set priorities or provoke a hard sell. By coordinating with your Johnsonite flooring, walls and cabinetry in the same family, harmonized palette, your team becomes a cohesive unit, bringing your spatial design whole. The ColorMatch palette travels through the look of a material, invoking happiness and productivity from the start.

Creating your own palette:
When you don’t see your perfect color, create it. Get it started by using our Design a Space Pro Visualizer at tarkettna.com. While there, experiment with different textures. We offer customized colors or enhance safety by preventing a bad fall. By coordinating or enhancing with colors in the Essentials, a simple color change can bring happiness and productivity to any space.

Color Fountains:
Color Foundations® is a neutral color palette that coordinates over the entire Johnsonite color offering. Rubber, and sheet vinyl, floor and wall base; stair treads, stair nosing, and rubber and vinyl flooring products, finishing borders and accessories. CF neutrals:

Color Foundations

Color Foundations is available in all applicable finishing accessories. CF neutrals:

CF neutrals=

Color Match:
ColorMatch is a designer palette of 36 leading colors after coordinating colors across and within products with a single color family or color family. This palette is applicable across all Johnsonite rubber and vinyl flooring products, finishing borders and finishing accessories.

Metallics:
Metals have forever been the wheeling visual since we look to highlight accent points or creative spaces. All color choices on this card including plus size photographs, approximate the actual flooring colors as accurate as possible.

ColorMatch:
ColorMatch is a designer palette of 36 leading colors after coordinating colors across and within products with a single color family or color family. This palette is applicable across all Johnsonite rubber and vinyl flooring products, finishing borders and finishing accessories.

Metallics:
Metals have forever been the wheeling visual since we look to highlight accent points or creative spaces. All color choices on this card including plus size photographs, approximate the actual flooring colors as accurate as possible.
ESSENTIALS ACCENTS

Color plays a key role in behavior change. After all, color has the power to evoke emotion in the consumer as well as make you promenade in a beautiful, well-lit hall. By coordinating a harmonious color scheme, the floor becomes a canvas, a landscape, a pathway, and the walls become a museum. These three elements should work together to bring your spatial design alive. The expanded color palette through the lens of color matching allows happiness and productivity thrive together.

New Color Palette Experience:
To help you easily select colors, we’ve created a painterly, coordinated color family program. This expanded experience offers thousands of options for borders, accents, rubbers, tiles, and wall coverings.

Color Foundations: Color Foundations is a neutral palette designed to coordinate over the entire Johnsonite collection including rubber, vinyl sheet and tile, composition tile, linoleum and more. Each neutral color offers gray (91 gray), black (92 black), white (93 white) and neutrality. This palette is designed to create your design signatures. There are hundreds of designs in a neutral palette, and one guarantee: You’ll always have the basic colors within like groups, making it easier and faster to switch colors within like groups.

Customization:
Where you don’t see your perfect color, create it. It is started by using our Design a Space Pro Visualizer at tarkettna.com. While you’re there, experiment with different textures. We offer customized colors in the quantity you want, when you want it!

ColorMatch: ColorMatch is a designer palette of 60 vibrant, inspirational options to create a contrasting spark within your space. Accents offers 60 vibrant, inspirational options to create a contrasting spark within your space. Accents offers a balanced, harmonized palette, you have the freedom to bring your spatial design alive. The expanded color palette through the lens of color matching allows happiness and productivity thrive together.

Color Foundations:
Color Foundations consists of 92 core, fundamental colors. Essentials is available in all applicable finishing borders (including Millwork) and rubber products.

Acoustic Color Palette: Acoustic – important systems to create a comfortable space within your space. Acoustic offers the perfect panel solution, ideal for schools, offices, or local to cut your eyes. Acoustic is available in all applicable finishing borders (including Millwork) and rubber products.

Terra Firma: Terra Firma consists of all earthy, natural colors offering warm tones highlighting the color selection process. The hues are the base. ColorMatch without compare!

Color Foundations:
The color foundations card is neutral colored designed to coordinate over the entire Johnsonite collection. Each neutral color offers gray (91 gray), white (93 white), and neutrality. This palette is designed to create your design signatures. There are hundreds of designs in a neutral palette, and one guarantee: You’ll always have the basic colors within like groups, making it easier and faster to switch colors within like groups.

Customization:
Where you don’t see your perfect color, create it. It is started by using our Design a Space Pro Visualizer at tarkettna.com. While you’re there, experiment with different textures. We offer customized colors in the quantity you want, when you want it!

ColorMatch: ColorMatch is a designer palette of 60 vibrant, inspirational options to create a contrasting spark within your space. Accents offers 60 vibrant, inspirational options to create a contrasting spark within your space. Accents offers a balanced, harmonized palette, you have the freedom to bring your spatial design alive. The expanded color palette through the lens of color matching allows happiness and productivity thrive together.
Guide to Color

Our system makes it easy to coordinate across flooring options, finishing borders and accessories.

How to order:
Specify Textile Code before Swatch Color Number. For example, to order Rice Paper in color #49 Beige in 1/8" gauge, specify FRPA - 49 - 1/8".

---

COLOR AVAILABILITY CHART
Chart indicates standard availability across all traditional Johnsonite® solutions. Don't see the color you want in the product you need? Just ask. Put our customization to the test.

How to order:
Specify Textile Code before Swatch Color Number. For example, to order Rice Paper in color #49 Beige in 1/8" gauge, specify FRPA - 49 - 1/8".

---

COLOR PALETTES

ESSENTIALS ACCENTS

How to order:
Specify Textile Code before Swatch Color Number. For example, to order Rice Paper in color #49 Beige in 1/8" gauge, specify FRPA - 49 - 1/8".